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SOUTH FLORIDA'S EPIPHYTIC ORCHIDS
How Healthy Are They ~

by Chuck McCartney PART I

The twin plagues of habitat preserve at least a portion of the ~--
destruction and "predation" by varied natural communities which
collectors have left the tropical made South Florida so environmen-
orchids of South Florida generally in a tally unique, and which, sadly, we

very poor state of health. Luckily for have allowed to be plundered and
them, many of the terrestrial species destroyed so mercilessly over the past
are so ephemeral in their annual 85 years. Would that those visionary
growth habits and so frustratingly individuals could have saved more of
difficult to transplant successfully such natural treasure-troves as

that even where suitable habitats still Everglades National Park, the Big

occur, these ground-grpwing orchids Cypress National Preserve, the
are pretty much left alone. Also, even Fakahatchee Strand State Preserve,

when in bloom, some of them are not and Jonathan Dickinson State Park!

readily recognizable as orchids at all. The most widespread of South
Little of this, however, applies to Florida's epiphytic orchids is Encyclia

the epiphytes, those orchids that use tampensis, the "Onion Orchid," so
trees or shrubs as their "perches." called because of the appearance of
These plants are out in the open all the plant. It is everywhere - from the """"~~"~--~"W'~"~'"C
year-round, vulnerable to the mangrove forests of the coasts to "Clamshell orchid," Encyclia cochleata
grasping fingers of every rapacious open cypress swamps to the dark Cypress (including the Fakah-atchee)

collector. interiors of tropical hardwood and in the less accessible hammocks
This article is an attempt to assess hammocks. As with the majority of of Everglades National Park.

the relative health of South Florida's the species mentioned here, Encyclia boothiana (Prosthechea
remaining epiphytic orchids, based ~ollection and habitat destruction are boothiana), the so-called "Dollar
largely on personal experience in the its main enemies. Orchid," now appears to be limited

field, as well as on reports of The "Clamshell Orchid," Encyclia to the mangrove forests of Cape'

individuals whose honesty and cochleata (Anacheilium cochleatum), Sable, where it is locally abundant.

I value. can still be found with regularity in Collectors seem to have taken their
the pond-apple swamps of the Big continued next paBi

- --- "Onion orchid," Encyc/ia tampensis

Most of my limited time in the field

has been devoted to exploring
Everglades National Park, the
northeastern Big Cypress and the
Fakahatchee Strand, but I have made
occasional trips into other areas of

Dade, Monroe, Collier, Broward,

Palm Beach, and Martin counties.

These field experiences make me

grateful to those individuals of
foresight who banded together to

FLORIDA NA TUR)

byLinda~
Two handsome new posters, in full

color, have been created by artist-
writer Linda C. Duever in order to

announce and help finance her book
now in preparation: A Guide to

Natural Florida.

The cover illustration is an actuaf-

size detail of one of the 19x25 posters.
The posters illustrate a cross-section
through a freshwater swamp and

through a coastal dune. Typical plants
and animals are shown, and notes

identify each species. Of particular

value to instructors or others who

wish to show how these areas

function are brief p~ragraphs on their
formation and adaptation to their
particular locations.

The posters will make outstanding

additions to a home office or den,
and they contribute an authoritati~e
message for officials concerned with
public education, regulation, advis-
ing, or natural area preservation.
Business establishments will find
them decorative as well as useful for

~L AREAS POSTERS

C. Duever

interpreting adjacent natural
communities in terms that laypersons

can readily uJ1derstand.

Natural Florida will describe fifteen

major Florida natural areas. It will be

liberally illustrated and the

explanatory text will be written in

non-technical language, It is

designed to appeal to residents,

.tourists, officials, consultants,

engineers, teachers, students,
conservationists, and others who are

interested in understanding native

plant and animal communities. The
retail cost is expected to be less than
$10.00 for the 100-page handbook,

and the concept has been widely
acclaimed.

The swamp and coastal dunes post-

ers are available from Environmental

Information Center, 1203 Orange

Avenue, Winter Park, Florida 32789,

for a minimum contribution of $5.00

each plus $1.00 for mailing up to
eight, folded, in an envelope. For

mailing up to eight in a tube (rolled,

not folded), add $2.00 for mailing.
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